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EVALUATING THE EFFECT OF A READER WORKER PROGRAM ON
TEAM PERFORMANCE

Heidi Ann Hahn Yvonne P. Alvarez
Los Alamos National Laboratory Battelle Pantex

When safety, security, or other logistical concerns prevent direct objective assessment of team
performance, other evaluation techniques become necessary. In this paper, the effect of a Department of
Energy-mandated reader worker program on team performance at a particular DOE facility was evaluated
using unstructured observations, informal discussions with technicians, and human reliability analysis.
The reader worker program is intended to enhance nuclear explosive sN'ety by improving the reliability of
tear performance. The three methods used for the evaluation combine to provide a strong indication that
tew ,1performance is in fact enhanced by a properly implemented reade,r worker procedure. Because direct
quantitative data on dependent variables particular to the task of intere,;t is not available, however, there
has been some skepticism regarding the results by staff at the facility.

BACKGROUND Interpretation of the order is site-specific. That
is, each facility is responsible for developing its

Within the Department of Energy (DOE) own reader worker program to comply with the
complex, various nuclear explosive activities are order.
conducted in support of the Department's nuclear
weapons program. The safety of these DESCRIPTION OF THE READER
operations is assured through a series of DOE WORKER IMPLEMENTATIONS
Orders; specifically of concern lbr this paper is
DOE 5610.11 "Nuclear Explosive Safety." This To comply with the DOE order, the plant
Order, among other requirements, mandates that developed an initial reader worker procedure that
"All operations involving nuclear explosives shall called for two- or three-technician teams to
be performed in accordance with approved conduct the operations. Under DOE 5610.11,
written procedures. Reader worker routines and two people must be present "during all operations
checkoff lists are to be utilized for operations that afford access to a nuclear explosive (Ch. III,
involving nuclear explosive duties as determined Sec. 2)." Facility management interpreted this to
by the cognizant Operations ()ffice Manager. mean two people in addition to the reader. Thus,
(Ch. IV, Sec. 3.d)." The Order further defines a for operations not affording access to the nuclear
reader worker procedure and check-off as one in explosive, one technician read the procedure
which "one person reads the description of the aloud while the other technician performed the
operation to be performed, the operation is steps. For operations which did allow access to
performed, and the reader checks off on a list that the nuclear explosive, one technician read the
the operation has been performed. (See. 6.v)." procedure aloud while two other technicians

performed the steps. In both these scenarios, at
Clearly, the intent of the order is to enhance the completion of each page of the procedure, the
nuclear explosive safety by improving the reader provided a check-off. Additional
reliability of team performance. By having each verifications were provided by the worker(s) for
step of a procedure read aloud and checked off as safety-critical steps.
it is performed, it should be less likely that a step
will be omitted or performed incorrectly. A later interpretation of the DOE Order
Further, should the procedure be interrupted for (Supplemental Directive AL 5610.11) made it
either routine reasons (shift turnover, breaks, clear that oniy two people were required unless it
etc.) or in an emergency, the reader worker was physically impossible for the two to take
check-off provides information about where the their hands away IYomthe device between steps
procedure should be restarted. (such as might occur in a lifting operation).

Written guidance was also provided to the effect
For further information contact: II. A. tlahn. Los Alamos Naliona¿ that each step of the orally read procedure mustl,almratory, PO BOX 1663 MS A122, Los Alamos, NM 87545. Phone:
(505) (_65-4606.Email:llahn@lani.gov, be checked off. Thus, the reade, worker

procedure at the facility was changed such that,
when the nuclear explosive was accessible, two



technicians stepped up to the device to perform Safety and security concerns precluded an
an action, stepped away from the device and experimental comparison of possible reader
checked off that they had completed the action, worker implementations in an operational setting.
then had one technician read the next step aloud. Therefore, less invasive methods were used in
The process for steps not involving access to the performing the analyses.
nuclear explosive or for those rare occasions
when the technicians could not move away from SYNOPSIS OF THE ANALYSIS
the device remained the same as described above, PROCESS AND RESULTS
except that the reader checked off each step of the
procedure. Task Team Observations and Informal

Di_ossions with Technicians
RATIONALE FOR THE ANALYSIS

Members of the task team observed operations at
Facility management became concerned that the various times over a multi-month period. They
reader worker program as initially implemented saw the several versions of reader worker
actually decreased nuclear explosive safety, procedures described above, as well as silent
rather than increasing it as the order intended, reading of procedures for operations not
Specifically, the lk)ilowing issues were raised (in involving nuclear explosives. Technicians were
a personal communication from C. D. Alley to aware that they were being observed, but did not
P.M. Ramey on December 1(), 1992) : always know the specific area of interest to the

researchers.
1. Starting, stopping, and moving away from
the device while the procedure is read aloud is Early visit.s, during which the initial
disruptive and detracts from the technicians' implementation was ix:place, resulted in a
concentration. Lessened concentration negatively plethora of observations leading to the conclusion
impacts safety, that, although reader worker procedures in

principle would enhance team performance
2. Noises in the work area cause difficulties in relative to nuclear explosive safety, the plant-
accomplishing the read aloud requirement, specific implementations had draw-backs that
Delays which occur while waiting for the noise to limited their effectiveness. Observations
abate distract the technicians from the task. included:

3. Procedures may contain illustrations. 1. The reading skills of readers were variable.
Comprehension is better when the technician Some readers mis-read what was written (i.e.,
performing the work reads the procedure and inserting words that were not written, not being
studies the illustration him-/herself before able to pronounce words properly, etc.).
completing the task.

2. Existing procedures had multi-action steps,
Further, plant management was concerned that making it difficult for the worker to retain in
the reader worker program was increasing the memory all the required actions unless the reader
radiation exposure of technicians by putting more paused at logical breaks, and invalidating the
people into contact with radioactive devices and concept of checking off each action as it was
increasing process flow times, thereby violating performed. Not all readers paused at logical
the principle of keeping radiation exposures of breaks.
workers as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA). 3. Variations in the commitment to and

application of reader worker procedures by the
In response to these concerns, the Department of crews made it clear that there was no general
Energy formed a task team to evaluate the plant's understanding of the philosophy behind the
reader worker program. The plant management reader worker program. Difficulties in the
also chartered an analysis of the basis and application of reader worker included:
justification for reader worker check-off. These
two evaluations are described below, a. In most cases, readers failed to call out

the step number of the step being performed.
This resulted in an inability of the workers to



verify the step number sequence as they expressed on previous visits were eliminated,
completed the work, and missed an opportunity specifically:
for double verification to enhance reliability.

1. Procedures no longer contained multiple
b. On some crews technicians who were steps, making them more conducive to use in the

in the role of workers gave verbal reader worker regime.
acknowledgment of step completion, but this was
not uniform. Again, this represents a lost 2. Some workers repeated key words in a step
opportunity for double verification, with the prior to taking action, reassuring the reader that
reader visually verifying and the worker verbally the step had been heard and understood.
verifying.

3. Workers indicated to readers that they had
c. In some cases, readers got ahead of completed the step.

the technicians performing the work, indicating
that the readers were not verifying step 4. Readers ensured that the procedure was
completion, visible to the worker, allowing the worker to

view the procedure and illustrations without
d. The noise level in the work area was disrupting the work.

often so high that speech intelligibility was
compromised. Some readers made little effort to 5. Readers carefully observed workers and were
keep in physical proximity of the technicians in alert to assist when needed.
high-noise situations. Thus, the potential for not
hearing or mis-hearing a step was very real. Although reading skills of observed readers

seemed to have improved, the task team noted
Some task team members also engaged in that training needed to formally address and
informal conversations with technicians. These assess pace, enunciation, physical proximity, and
conversations were voluntary on the part of the communication between the reader and the
technicians; technicians were not required to worker.
identify themselves to the researchers, nor were
their comments transcribed or reported to their Technicians' reactions to the reader worker
management, program also seemed to have improved over

those at earlier visits, although there is still some
Comments on the efficacy of the reader worker degree of doubt. The task team noted that
concept were mixed: those technicians that training should emphasize safety, rather than
clearly understood the goal of the program procedural compliance, as the main reason for
(usually through prior experience with reader having a reader worker program.
worker programs in other settings, especially the
military) viewed it favorably, while those that Overall, the conclusion of the task team was that
were less educated in the rationale behind the the reader worker program was proceeding in the
reader worker procedure viewed it as just another right direction, and, if diligently pursued, would
unwanted administrative requirement, achieve the goal of enhanced nuclear explosive

safety by improving the reliability of team
Prior to the final round of observations, plant performance.
management incorporated reader worker
procedures into their training program and H_m_n Reliability Analysi_
restructured their procedures to simplify and
separate steps. They also largely eliminated the A human reliability analysis performed by an on-
three-person implementation and incorporated site contractor provides some quantitative data
step-by-step check-offs as described above, regarding just how much improvement might be

expectedl. Using the Technique for Human
The task team observed a much improved Error Rate Prediction (THERP) developed by
situation with regard to having a reader worker Swain and Guttman (1983), human error
program that would positively affect nuclear
explosive safety. Some of the concerns

1 For more detail on this analysis, see the Pantex Plant General Use
Nuclear Explosives Processing Facilities Master Study.



probabilities (HEPs) were developed for both the incorrecdy used. The conservative estimate of
initial and finn implementations of reader worker this HEP is .03. When procedures with check-
procedures. HEP is defined as the probability off provisions are correctly used, the probability
that a worker will make an error (of either that an error (per step) will occur drops to .009.
omission or commission -- performing Thus, a properly implemented reader worker
incorrectly) in any step of a procedure, check-off procedure increases the reliability of

team performance by a factor of three over a
HEPs are influenced by a series of performance program without check-off and by a factor of
shaping factors. For the purposes of this eight over situations such as silent reading and/or
analysis the adequacy of the following less than diligent oral reading in which use of the
performance shaping factors was considered: procedure is not assured.
use of checklists, use of written procedures, job
and task instructions, reading skills, language DISCUSSION
skills, noise as measured in the wc ,'k
environment, lighting also measured in the When sal'ety, security, or other logistical
workplace, intelligibility of spoken instructions, concerns prevent direct objective assessment of
attention of workers, visual skills, and repetition team performance, other evaluation techniques
effects. Consideration of the performance become necessary. In this paper, unstructured
shaping factors did not suggest that nuclear observations, informal discussions with
explosive safety was compromised in the final technicians, and human reliability analysis were
implementation of the reader worker program, used to perform such an assessment. These three

methods combined provide a strong indication
Because the HEPs giver by Swain and Guttman that the reliability of team performance is in fact
in their estimates of the various types of errors enhanced by a properly implemented reader
associated with the use of procedures were worker procedure.
developed outside the DOE complex,
conservative estimates were used. (Although it Because the aforementioned techniques do not
should be noted that the Swain and Guttman provide direct quantitative data for the specific
estimates are widely and successfully used within dependent variables of interest for the task,
DOE.) however, the results have been viewed with

some skepticism by some technicians and by
For the initial implementation of the reader plant management. Therefore. it would be
worker program, the best-case HEP is the preferable to perform a controlled experiment
probability that an error (per step) will occur comparing team performance with silent reading
when a procedure without check-off provisions of procedures to team performance under one or
is used correctly. The conservative estimate of more reader worker regimes. Both quantitative
this HEP is .03. and qualitative measures should be taken, and

should include the following:
Contrast this to the worst-case HEP for the initial
implementation, which is the probability that an 1. Procedural compliance -- are there differences
error (per step) will occur when a procedure is in procedural compliance either in terms of errors
available and should be used but is not used, of omission or errors of commission (including
which may be the case if readers and workers steps being performed out of sequence)? This
become complacent and fail to refer to the variable stands as a surrogate for examining the
procedure. The conservative estimate of this impact of reader worker procedures on nuclear
HEP is .25. This estimate could also be explosive safety -- the logic here is that (a) safety
applicable to the silent reading situation that will be directly enhanced if well-plam-_ed
existed prior to the directives on reader worker, procedures are complied with and (b) procedural
as there was no way to verify overtly that the compliance is an indicator of good conduct of
procedures were actually being read. operations practices, which directly affect safety.

For the final implementation of the reader worker 2. ALARA considerations -- are there
program, the worst-case HEP is the probability differences in terms of worker exposure? This
_hat an error will occur (per step) will occur when variable affects team performance in the sense of
procedures with check-off provisions are affecting team availability. To safeguard
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subjects, the experiment would likely be ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
conducted with a training (i.e., no radioactive
materials present) device; exposures could be Contributions of the fil'st author were supported
calculated from the known dose rates from a real by the Department of Energy under contract
device for the time and distances spent in the W-7405-ENG-36.
experimental situation.
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